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former Utah
j. Bracken Lee,
ardent supporter of
governor, an
enirnent economy measures,
before the SJS student
gill speak
morning at 10:30 in
body this
Auditorium, accordDailey
goals
Gustafson, vice presitog to John
dm of the Young Republicans
dub.
His topic will be "Repeal The
immoral Income Tax."
A question and answer period
talk.
sill follow the
Lee, oho served as governor
is currently
front 1949 to 1937,
national chairman of "For
organizaAlTlefica," a political
of "curtailing the
tion In favor
current spending !wipe in svitich
engaged."
the country is
&IS Viee-Prek. William J. Dusel,
Dick Robinson
and ASB Pres.
oill extend welcome from the college and the students.
Lee will be introduced by San
Jose Assistant City Manager
Frank Knatler.
The ex -governor currently is
making a series of speeches in
favor of banning the income
to Lee called the tax, "Immoral," stating that "the United
States has no right to spend the
nard.earned money of Amer--

J. BRACKEN LEE
... speaks on tax
con people in foreign countries."
"nore than 80 per cent of per111:11 income tax is paid by permaking $6000 per year or
he 11;os said, calling the intax "unconstitutional."
la 1956, Lee was defeated in
his hid fur a third term as gov,Mor.
Switching to the independent
,;et in 1958, Lee was defeated
the lace for a Utah seat in
s Senate.
ur, Match 19, Lee is scheduled
, appear before the California
,-(mhly Revenue and Taxation
-rinittee which is discussing a
ThT wo111,1 repeal the income
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i!1:1
’won ;UPI) Soilet Pi110 Nikita Khrushchev
accused United Arab Republic
Prey. Carnal Abdel Nasser yester! of trying to annex Iraq into
adding fuel to a new
’.:1,1east crisis.
The charge was made in Mos!’ at a celebration marking the
.ning of to new Soviet -Iraqi tech 1 aid agreement. Khrushchev’s
r. larks %%ere broadcast by the of:1Soviet Toss news agency.
They came at a time when the
Alit), deteriorating relations be’1.115 CAR and Iraq hit a danger- new low with violent antitql demonstrations
in Cairo.
The UAR war minister told a
crowd of 300.000 shouting demontr.toors there yesterday that the
tr.! plc of his country "are ready
! sacrifice their blood for the
!!:, Of the Iraqi people."
rr&T WORKERS
AGREE
.,AN FRANCISCO 1 UPI
Pa.
.1’ Telephone and Telegraph Co.
the Communications Workers
America reached agreements on
plant and traffic department
te!r!. ,irly yesterday
morning
It, tiatlyin all-night nego,o.
TI.E YALE
:1.4 HAVEN, Conn. (UPI)
:ty-one Yale
students faced
it .1(.1em today
for plastering
te on blue during
the season
t1.I it itog of the
I ,licrr wit.’ spectators green.
were pep-
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’We Will Not Retreat One Inch;
Can’t Avoid War By Conceding’

Painter
SJS Symphony Band Japanese
Warning Given
Lectures Today
Plays Concert Tonight
State Colleges,
"I ra nd pa 31oseir" of
Japanese painting, Shuho. Kawashima, will Kiss. a demonstration of Japanese brush painting to the Sanghis Club today
in CH161 at 12:30 p.m.
Once a farmer, fiawhahima
took up painting late in life,
and is largely self taught, horsing
had only a few formal lessons,
according to Dr. Jay R. McCullough. assistant professor of
philosophy.
Kawashima’s technique shows
"rigid discipline and a sense of
tradition" as well as "great
fouling," 31cCullough said.
Kawashima teaches circuses in
painting at the Buddhist Church,
San Jose.
Tile

SJS Symphony Band, under the
direction of Dr. Robert Hare, assistant professor of music, will
present its spring concert tonight
at 8:15 in Music Building Concert
Hall.
Guest soloist is Robert Hillyer,
USC graduate working toward a
master’s degree at SJS. Hillyer
was solo hornist with U.S. 7th
Army Symphony Orchestra in Europe before coming to SJS to
study horn with Dr. Hare. Hillyer’s solo will be in Mozart’s
Horn Concerto in E-flat Major
(K-417).
Dr. Hare, who has been at
SJS since 1956, participated In
horn recitals in Carnegie Hall
In Midair& ss 111.n he was 19
and 20 years old, anti has worked extensively In orchestras
throughout the country.
He has played with the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra under
Fritz Reiner, the Indianapolis
Symphony under Fabien Sevitzky,
and various orchestras under Leonard Bernstein, Arthur Fiedler and
Dmitri Mitropoulos

Tonight’s program will begin
with "Chester Overture" by William Schuman. The orchestra also
played a Schuman selection at last
spring’s concert, "George Washington Bridge.* "Chester Overture" is based on a tune from the
American Revolution that was
sung around campfire and played
by fifers on the march.
Schurnan’s contemporary treatment opens with brass In chorale
style, followed by an Allegro
Vivo section where the tune undergoes various rhythmic and
harmonic changes.
Other selections on the program
include "Dance of the Japanese
Youth" by Shigeo Tohno, a contemporary work which won first
place in competition for the best
Japanese composition for band. It
was first performed in 1957.
Handers Water Music Suite,
Caucasian Sketches By Ippolitov
Ivanov, and compositions by MinFrescobaldi, Wagner and Berlioz comprise the remainder of the
program.

Choral Song Fest
Tomorrow Night

Guessing Contest
Winner To Get
Transistor Radio

’March Melodies.’ specially designed for lovers of choral singing, gets under way at 8 p.m, to.
morrow in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Ten women’s living groups will
compete in the annual Associated
Women Students sponsored singing event.
Entrants will present a song
medley designed to fit themes
which they have chosen. While
costumes are not allowed, women
may dress alike in a style suited
to their theme. According to
chairmen Nina Carson and Cynthia Noble, three awards and a
perpetual trophy will be awaded.
Alpha Phi has placed first the
past two yeam.
The presentations are the result of several months of much
planning and practice. Women’s
groups took great pains to keep
their entries secret during the
planning stage.

A new transistor radio will be
awarded George S. Smith, who
yesterday was announced winner
by one foot in the Micropoint circle-drawing contest in progress for
the past two weeks at the Spartan Book Store.
The contest featured a 39 cent.
circle -drawing, ball-point pen
which was kept in motion since
March 2, by an electrically operated Micropoint ink stick. Contestants guessed the number of feet
the pen would draw during the
contest.
Harry Wineroth, book store manager, announced that Smith’s
guess of 10,001 feet came closest
to the 10,098 feet of circle the pen
drew. Six other students, he commented, narrowly missed winning
10,000 feet. Four other students
guessed between 10,200 and 10.300
feet. Entries were submitted by
SNOWED SNOWLOVERST
685 students.
NORWICH, Conn. (UPI)The
Smith, a senior economics major
Norwich Ski Assn. postponed its from Palo Alto, was not available
scheduled meeting last week. Too for comment.
much snow.
"Guesses ranged all the way
from 37 feet to 72 million feet,"
Wineroth reported. "The pen," he
added, "drew 16. 7 inch circles on
each inch of 90 feet of tape used
tip during the contest.

lihrushchev Accuses Nasser
f Trying To Annex Iraq

1h1,11 II
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IKE TELLS NATION . . :

pored with snowballs and insults
as they marched during a St. Patrick’s Day parade between two
Yale dormitories late Saturday afternoon.
An estimated 100 policeme,
with their Irish up--and led by
Captains McGuire, Scanlon, Mc Sherry, McCarthy and Dinnan
charged into the snow-throwing
students.
Three students were hurt in the
free-for-all, one requiring hospital
treatment after being hit with a
billy club. One patrolman suffered
an eye injury when hit with a
snowball.
IRAN PROTESTS TO USSR
TEHRAN, Iran (UPIIIran has
protested to the Soviet Union that
Russian aircraft had violated Iranian air space 81 times in the last
three months, it was announced
yesterday.
DULLES TO DECIDE FATE
CanWASHINGTON (UPI I
cer-stricken John Foster Dulles
probably will decide in about three
weeks whether he will be able to
carry on as secretary of state, a
department spokesman said yesterday. The spokesman, press officer Lincoln White, also said he
expects that the massive radiation
treatments being given Dulles will
be ended later this week.
Treatments with the million volt
X-ray machine were started at
Walter Reed army medical center
Feb. 20.

Weather
Santa Clara Valley: Fair
through today continued warm;
high both days 73-83; low tonight 46-54; gentle winds.

UC: End Feud

By

JIM ADAMS
News Editor

Pres. Dwight D. Eisenhower told the nation last night
that we "will not retreat one inch from our duties in Berlin. 11
The President said the Western allies have sought a
free and unifned Germany since the occupation agreement
after World War II and that "shirking our duties now
would undermine our entire allied mutual security system.

"Even closer co-ordination" to
He indicated that a withdrawal
prevent competition for funds
of troops from West Bel lin would
was promised by University of
result in irreparable loss of face.
The address, carried by national
California Regents and the State
radio and television, was intended
Board of Education at a joint
The to give background en the Berlin
VENTURA, Calif. (UPI)
meeting Saturday at Berkeley.
murder trial of Mrs. crisis and to explain United States
The two groups had been celebrated
Elizabeth Duncan charged in the policy.
warned that legislative action death of her daughter-in-law, Olga
Pres. Eisenhower made no direct
could be taken if disputes over Duncan, last Nov. 18, closed late reference to the May 27 deadlina
state college and UC appropria- yesterday when a jury of eight set by the U.S.S.R. for the Westwomen and four men found the ern allies to get trocps out of West
tions did not stop.
Berlin.
Assemblywoman Dorothy vociferous defendant guilty of
He reemphasized that no free
Donahoe (D -Bakersfield) told first degree murder.
Mrs. Duncan, 54, is said to have nation wants war. "It could mean
the boards that only effectise
Joint planning would stop the hired two men to kill Olga beLegislature from taking matters cause she had come between Mrs.
into its own hands. She indi- Duncan and her son Frank, a
Care to help poor, confused cated three possible solutions, Santa Barbara lawyer.
The jury deliberated for 61/4
freshmen? You will have such an including establishment of a
opportunity as a Freshman Camp separate state college board.
hours after retiring to the jury
counselor.
The Board of Education went room at 10:30 a.m. yesterday.
Applications for this position on record Friday opposing creaare being taken this week only at tion of such a board, even though
the Student Union by Mrs. Betty Gov. Edmund G. Brown reportedly
Hesketh, secretary.
favors the plan.
"Interested students will sign
Three harmony resolutions were
John O’Hara, psycholog3 -philofor lists for interviews April 30- passed after the two groups had
March 10," stated Steve Walsh, clashed on a proposed two-year sophy major from San Jose, has
by the Woodchairman.
halt on planning new campus been named a fellow
He added that approximately sites. The debate came when Dr. row Wilson National Fellowship
55 counselor positions are open. Roy E. Simpson, superintendent Foundation.
Freshman Camp will be held at of public instruction, presented
O’Hara, one of 1200 fellows
Asilomar Sept. 14-16. Transfer plans for buying seven new state named, will receive $1500 living
students also attend this event. It college sites,
expenses, and tuition for his first
is designed to introduce new stuDr. Simpson then called for year of graduate study, at a colPRES. EISENHOWER
dents to college life at San Jose a moratorkun on acquisition of lege or university of his choice.
State.
It is the intention of the Wilson
any other sites, whether for
... states U.S. policy
The counselor training Program state colleges or university.
Fellowship program to recruit and
will begin about May 1, said
Regent Edwin W. Pauley said support promising scholars for the destruction of civilization," he
Walsh. It will be’ a free forum the resolution :’presupposes no their first year of graduate study. said.
discussion.
But he added: No nation has
cooperation at all between the two The project is backed by a 25 milboards." He indicated that ac- lion dollar grant from the Ford ever avoided the terror of war
by making concessions in an atquisition of the seven sites would Foundation.
Candidates for the Wilson Fel- tempt to placate aggressors.
exhaust all funds and leave UC
unable to add any new facilities. lowships were chosen from 7000
’The President summarized the
Until this joint meeting, the candidates, all nominated and agreement following WWII by the
faculty allies (including the Soviet Union)
screened
by
committees
of
two
boards
had
been
cooperating
All clubs that intend to parThey come from over that the ultimate goal for Gerticipate in annual International through a liaison committee. Uni- members.
colleges in the many would be reunification, and
Day festivities April 24 are re- sity of California Pres. Clark 700 undergraduate
and Canada.
the fact that Russia has repeatedquested to send a representative Kerr said "It’s just not working." United States
Dr. Kerr, speaking against Dr.
Of this year’s group of winners, ly ignored the agreement.
to the International Student OrSimpson’s
proposal.
there
are
875
men
and
325
women.
added,
"This
ganization’s meeting tonight, in
Then he said: "There are certhe Cafeteria at 6, ISO Pres. Is the first time to my knowl- Of these, 38 per cent are planning tain things that we tthe West)
edge
that
one
group
has
brought
34
humanities;
to
take
courses
in
ident Chris Sheffield announced.
cannot do:
Tonight’s Session will be to plan In expansion priorities without per cent in social science and 28
-We cannot forsake Berlin . . .
discussing
them
with
the
other."
per
cent
in
the
natural
sciences
the meal to be served on Interna"We cannot recognize the auWilliam L. Blair, president of and mathematics
tional Day, and the form of the
thority of any power to violate
the Board of Education, said,
Bazaar that will take place.
agreements whenever it may
"I’m sure we have all stumbled
All clubs that are connected
choose.
or twicethe board, th
with foreign students or students once
"We cannot undermine the seregents and the Legislator," "
of a foreign background, are incurity of the United States or
vited to take part, Sheffield
Its allies."
Vacancies Available
stated.
President Eisenhower said there
A dialectical materialist and a
In Slide Rule Class
Roman Catholic priest debate to- are only ’three choices available
There is still room for students day at 3:45 p.m. in the Catholic to the West:
in the Basic Instruction in Slide Women’s Center auditorium.
Abdicate our right to estabRule class sponsored by the SocLocation of the Spartan Y de- lish freedom in Germany.
Four women were recently ap- iety of Chemical Engineers. The bate was changed from the campGo to war. "Certainly we do
pointed to Associated Women class in E119 today and every us to the CWC because of the
not want it."
Students pool t Ions, announced Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. until the "controversial background of one
Negotiate. "our St a te deJane DiVecchio, publicity chair- end of the semester, is taught by of the participants," said Bill
partment officials stand ready to
man.
John A. Moger, senior chemical Jonas of the Y.
New chairmen are Kay Blodgett, engineering major.
Albert J. LIMY, chairman of participate in meaningful negohandbook; Sue Dorwin, Woman’s
Tonight the Society of Chemical the Communist Party of North- tiations at any time and at any
Day; Pat Dickson, Community Engineers will meet at 8 in TH204. ern California, will speak from place. We seek no material gains.
Service; and Donna Farnmtre, A film and refreshments are a Marxist point of view, Jonas We are willing to listen to new
ideas and we have some of our
calendar.
scheduled.
said.
own."

Mrs. Duncan
Found Guilty

Freshman Camp
Applications Open

SJS Man Wins
Wilson Fellowship

ISO Sets April 24
International Day

Communist, Priest
To Debate Today

AWS Selects
New Officers

Lost, Found Closet Bulges With Books, Coats,

Stuff

CIVIL VET DIES
KINGSPORT, Tenn. ii*PI)
"General" John Sailing, 1120 one
of the last two surviving veterans
of the Civil War, died yesterday.
The old rebel. who would have
been 113 on May 15, succumbed
to pneumonia and old age at a
clinic here, 23 miles from his
home in Slant. Va., where he spent
almost all his life.

books, book -books--they’re all
By JOANNE OSMAN
there.
Kits; cats, rats, and wiveshow
many end up in the Spartan Lost
Then come the shelves. Unmentionables, raingear, thermos botand Found?
tles, umbrellas, stoles, slips, socks,
Almost all, according to Mrs. sweaterswallets. glasses, and, of
Betty Heskett, Student Union sec- all things, two set of fale teeth
retary, who holds the keys which are included in the menagerie of
open the closets which hold lost articles. A separate drawer holds
slide rulesand pity the poor
Items. And the closets are overmath majors who’ve lost these ex- Aemstarsm::::::.
flowing, Mrs. Heskett declares. So pensive tools!
overflowing, says she, that she has
And so it goes, on and on, to
not room to store newly lost items.
hear Mrs. Heskett tell It. "I have. !’
The moral of this story is, of n’t got any room to put anything !
course, to run right over to the else," she laments.
Student Union to claim everything
Peter Gum, private eye,
Mrs. Heskett urgers students to
you have lost in the past seven
strolls casually into
cheek with her for lost items,
months.
the basoon section of the
even if they have checked beNew York Philharmonic
The closets and shelves which fore. "One man checked several
and snarls, "Why’d
store the owner-less items look like times for his light tan car coat
you steal the glockena junior-size department store. A but it Wad never here. It Just
spiel?" Comes the cool
tall closet houses jackets and coats came in last %seek and he hasn’t
reply, "So I can buy an
of all descriptions
long ones, been hack to check since!"
Orlon striped wool
short ones, wool ones, suede ones,
short sleeve shirt from
So, if you’ve lost something--or
raincoats, car coatsyou name it.
R/A." Only 895.
If you’re lost yourself, why not
A second closet is lined with stop at the secretary’s desk irf the
books, supplies and notebooks
Student Union soon. You may find
where Freudian Psyrirrilogy is
ROOS ATKINS
/stacked next to Babbitt, poetry something you’ve lost. Then again,
you
may
find
something
you
haveFirst at Santa Clara
books are coupled with Insect
terminology. Notebooks, work- n’t lost. Anyway. it’s worth a try
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EDITORIAL

An ’Independent’ Prexy?
Next student body president at San Jose State may be
an independent student, not a Greek.
What’s the student’s name? That we won’t know for
weeks. In fact, we perhaps will never learn his name, but
we can dream can’t we?
What a welcome effect and shot in the arm for SJS
student elections it would be. if an independent entered
the race for the college’s student leader.
Don’t get the Spartan Daily wrong. we are for qualified candidates, whether they are Greeks, independents,
-or what have you? We just want a good ASB president.
We don’t care where he lives or what his affiliations.
Last year. a "dark horse" candidate by the name of
Al "Capp" Spindt. an independent. announced aspirations
for the position less than 2-1 hours before the polls opened.
Even. with such short notice, he captured a considerable
number of votes. More important. he showed other candidates that they had some competition.
This year’s elections will be April 30 and May I.
Rumor around campus indicates three candidates are
interested in the positionRon Robinson, Bob Gifford and
Rich Hill. We are keeping our fingers crossed for additional aspirants. What about you?

On

with
Maxghulnian

(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and.
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

ADVENTURES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE: NO. 2
Today, with earnestness and sobriety, we make the second of
our forays into social science. We take up the most basic of aft
social sciencessociology itself.
Sociology teaches us that man is a social animal. It is not
instinct or heredity that determines his conduct; it is environment. This fact is vividly bre out when you consider the case
of Julio Sigafoos.
Julio, abandoned as an infant in a dark wood near Cleveland,
was adopted by a pack of wild dogs and reared as one of their
own. When Julio was found by a hunter at the age of twelve,
the poor child was more canine than human. He ran on all
fours, barked and growled, ate raw meat, lapped water with his
tongue, and could neither speak nor understand one single word.
In short, he was a complete product of his environment.
Julio, incidentally, was more fortunate than most wild children. They never become truly humanized, but Julio was exceptional. Bit by bit, he began to talk and walk and eat and
drink as people do. His long-dormant mental processes, when
awakened at last, turned out to be fantastically acute. He was
no bright that he learned to read and write in a month, got
through grammar school in three years, and high school in two.
And last June as thousands of spectators, knowing the odds
Julio had overcome, stood and raised cheer after cheer, he was
graduated valedictorian from Cal Tech with a degree in astrophysics!
Who can say to. what towering heights this incredible boy
would have risen had he not been killed the day after commencement while chasing a ear?

But I digress. To return to sociology, people tend to gather
in groupsa tendency that began, as we all know, with the
introduction of Marlboro Cigarettes. What an aid to sociability
they are! How benignly one looks upon one’s fellows after puffing on Marlboro’s filter that really filters, on Marlboro’s flavor
that’s really flavorful. How eager it makes one to extend the
hand of friendship! How grateful we all are to Marlboro for
making possible this togetherness! How good not to live in the
bleak pre-Marlboro world with every man a stranger!
The groups that people live in today (thanks to Marlboro)
vary widely in their customs. What is perfectly acceptable in
one society may be quite outlandish in another. Take, for instance, the case of Ug Van Wyck.
Ug, a Polynesian lad, grew up in an idyllic South Sea isle
where the leading event of the year WISP the feast of Max, the
sun god. A quaint all-day ceremony was held, with tribal
dancing, war chants, fat-lady races, pie-eating contests, and, for
the grand finale, the sacrifice of two dozen maidens.
According to Ug’s folkways, sacrificing maidens Was entirely
acceptable, but when, in his eighteenth year, he was sent as an
exchange student to the University of Wisconsin, he soon
learned that Americans take a dim view of this practicein
Wisconsin. at any rate. The first fifteen or twenty maidens Ug
sacrificed, he was let off with a warning. When, however, he
persisted, drastic measures were taken: he was depledged by
his fraternity. A broken man, Ug quit school and moved to
Milwaukee where today he earns a meager living as a stein,
C to.. Mee 10.

For real sociability, proride Marlboros for filter smokers
and Philip Morris for non -Slier smokers. Roth are made
by the Philip Morris company; both sponsor this column;
both are tope
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BUSINESS HAS BEEN SKYROCKETING in the vocal quartet
sinking
trade which has led me to do some speculating, andafter
$17.34 of my own capital gains into four, glazing red Ivy league shirts
I feel ready to open up shop.
I made mention of the four, blazing red button-downs first because they are undoubtedly the biggest single asset any quartet can
have. All this has resulted in a brand new product being placed on
the market:
I call it"Nachman’s E -Z Quartet Set" and It is fully guaranteed for the life of the current fad; it will readily convert any
four boys overnight Into still another wailing group of Tom Dooley
pallbearers.
There are four different boxes to choose from, depending on just
what type of quartet you wish to become. The first is for those who
like to pattern their style after Jerry Lee Lewis. Included is this
list of possible names: "The Three Goofballs," "The Four Ducktalls,"
"The Five Zipguns," and "The Four Mothuhs."
I also have folded in an appropriate costume: 1 sequined silver
and maroon sports jacket (buttons at the kneel; 1 gold lame belt
OA inch wide); 1 pair sun glasses; 3 sets of 17th Century coiffures
(dipped in neatsfoot oil); 2 pair "Rock ’n Roll Specials"(white and
pink suede shoes with rabor blades installed so you will not have that
embarrassing "left out" feeling at your next high school rumble).
SET TWO FOR FOLK SINGERS these suggested group names:
"The Wand’rin’ Drifting Wanderers," "The Tollgate Balladeerm," ant?
"The Princeton :Three." Their attire consists of short -sleeved shirts
and crew-cuts (for group identification) and a special ointmentextract of Boonefor that clean cut, healthy, collegiate look.
A song book has been included, in which only three songs are
printed. These are, "Darlin’ Cory," "Town-0," and "Aunt Bodey.7
(Memorize these three and success is yours.)
Now to discuss several problems common to ALL quartets.
First deals with the selection of members. Each man must be
six inches lower than the previous member, giving the group a
very nice overall effectlike a staircase. (Many promising quartets have been forced to disband simply because they were unable
to obtain this alignment so necessary for good acoustics.)
Now choose your background effect. Here are some semples taken
directly from the kit: Al "D00-ah-bah, DOO-ah-bah;" or perhaps
B) "YAH-dah-dah-dah-dah-dah-etc.D0O-DAHHIIIIIIHH-hhhh-h-h!"
All together nowEV-erybody"Hang doon yer lied Turn DOOoo-oo-lee."

EXCHANGE COLUMN
’College Is MarriageMill’
Says Indiana Professor
By LOUISE
Critics of American education I
can no longer point to Russia ar
an example of the strictly academic curriculum, said Peter H.
Odegard, University of California
professor of political science in a
University Day speech.
The new Russian plan calls for
high school students to woik in
factories, iffices, etc., two days of
the week, and attend school four.
Previously, school was held six
days a week.
13degard pointed out that the
American educational system followed a similar metamorphosis.
Earliest schools taught only the
three R’s and classical subjects.
Gradually, schools began to include
vocational subjects and "life adjustment" courses.
Russians feel that there is no
such thing as the child who "can’t
learn." If a child is doing badly,
It is either caused by Ill health,
an unfortunate home environment,
or the fault of had teaching.
A Dakota student columnist
quotes: "American colleges are
becoming marriage mills and fun
factories," a UM% ersity of Indiana professor charged in the
March 7 issue of the Saturday
Evening Post. Jerome Ellison,
who speaks with a background
of 25 years in editing, writing,
teaching and publishing, notes
that there is a national inclination to push education aside
whenever it interferes with love,
comfort, money or fun.
In his article, "Are We Making a Playground Out of Colleges’!" he suggests abolishing

Although the last day to add
classes is long gone, an incidental
addition for pure enjoyment and
erudition is drawing crowds. to the
Music Bldg. Tuesdays and Thursdays at 11:30. It Is Survey of Music Llterat ure.
Students from many departments are enrolled in the course,
and students not enrolled are free
to attend as they wish.
Survey of Music Literature is
held in Concert Hull, so timid
music lovers can take In the
hour-long concertlect tires in
complete anonymity.
At recent sessions, Dr. Gibson
Walters, professor of music, spoke
informally for 15 minutes before
performers took over the program.
He gave interesting backkground
on composers and problems of musicians in the period the class was
studying.
This session dealt with 19th century composers. Dr. Walters pointed out the importance of individual artistry required of a composer. and showed how much more
concert -going was the "thing to
do" than it seems to be now.
Joyce Thompson, junior from
Salinas, was scheduled to per.
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a film dealing with
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composer, who also is Primo,
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at Mills College in Oakland.
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ling. sun JIM*. graduate stert.
In music, will 1.10y pianostudent
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of Schumann.
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be
cal music
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m,
Maurine Thomuson, assistant
p:
fessor of music. Sheridan
Fichroi,.
er, San Jose senior, %sill sine,.
Goodwin will accompany
her.
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KOED Program
"Great Hits of Yesterday" is
HOED’m program for today. Bob
Horifelt, emcee, will feature
tunes of 1923 played and sung
by Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra,
Glenn Miller and Connie Francis. Air time is 12:35 p.m.

F STUDENTS.
Learn While You
SLEEP
A or B

Examine Evidence
EDITOR: It is unfortunate that
one must write a letter, in the heat
of passion, and throw forth volcanic statements which are both
confusipg and unfair.
I am referring to the letter
written by Mr. D. C. Smith in
Thursday’s Spartan Daily concerning the "slaughter" of Negro
boys who perished in the Little
Rock school fires recently.
Mr. Scott has assumed, without sufficient evidence, that this
fire was started by some mad bigot
bent upon bringing added racial
friction. Only once does he state
that this fire could have been
accidental.
He insists on federal intervention, because this tire was a "crime
against nature."
Yes, Mr. Smith, we have our
bigots, racists and destroyers of
freedom. It is not inconceivable
that a fanatic could have started
this fire. But until you are sufficiently informed about this entire affair, you should not insist
on federal intervention or punishment for anyone.
School facilities are insufficient and dangerous in other places
besides Little Rock. It’s neither
fair nor discriminating to blame
lawlessness or arson, just because
the location happens to be Little
Rock (or any southern commu-

IMPORTED

DUNLOP
TIRES
for SPORTS and PASSENGER can
TIRE SERVICE
COMPANY

LOS ANGELES (UPI) Mr
Jerry Ledet told police a ban,1
walked into her grocery over ti,
weekend, pulled a gun and O
manded all the money.
"I work 13 hours to get nt
money." Mrs. Ledet told t
bandit. "You’ll have to shoot n.
if you want to take it away."
She said the gunman look,
tt
at her, sighed . . .and then
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Have Mom and Dad Stay
at the Best This Easter!

101 MOTEL
Even the Elegant Easter Bunny
is staying at the 101 MOTEL.
This is why:

Close to College and Town
Fine Restaurants Nearby
21 Modern UnitsTV
All Credit Cards Honored
Reasonable Rates

101 MOTEL
1787 S. First St. (U.S. 101 So.)

CY 3-6553

LA COCINA

Cleaning Specials
spc,

and pants for only
Coats, car coats, and plain
dresses for ... I dollar

Portola Cleaners

805 State St.
No

Pariltio

CY 2-6535
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We sell all makes of laps
recorders. Students and Instructors can qualify to buy
from us at wholesale.

802 SOUTH FIRST STREET

far as this nation’s being
akin to Hitler’s Germany, I should
suggest you drink a glass of cold
water and calm down.
Eugene L. Cagnacci.
CONSIDERATE BANDIT

Use your tape re:c-_:u

one of

%NIS

ni A’s).

a group orientation meeting at 2.30
p.m. Wednesday. March 18, to discuss career opportunities in their MANAGEMENT TRAINING
PROGRAMS. June graduates and other interested persons should register with the placement
office for this meeting. Personal interviews will
be afforded those interested.
will conduct

MUSIC

IMPROVE YOUR
GRADES TO

CLOUSE
automobiles on campus, disbanding fraternities and sororities,
eliminating
plush
university
housing for married students until the head of the house becomes a senior and a re-entrance
examination at the beginning of
the Junior year.
His main concern is an "intellectual immorality" which (musts the accumulation of an odd
mixture of status hunger, voodoo, tradition, lust, stereotyped
dissipation, love, solid achievement and plain good fun sometimes railed "college life."
lie warns that we must think
our way out of the present situation and advocates the development of a lot of tough, seasoned,
disciplined thinkers to lead the
way into tomorrow’s new world.
Abolish automobiles? ...

form Sympl ie Espagnole, Opus 21 by Lahr first. 1/r. Wailers
introduced her by briefly covering Lalo’i, haekground, then tying in iiigniticant conditions in
Eut nee at that time that influenced Lalo’s music, and perhaps
helped to make it as great as it
Is today.
Dr. Walters said although Lab,
a Frenchman with Spanish background, was an accomplished v iolinIst. thc famous virtuoso who
first performed his works made
concert -goers love them. Otherwise
they might not have been recognized.
All performers are not students.
Miss
program with
Oct the
Thompson, a string quartet including Dr. Walters and Donald E.
Homuth, assistant professor of

The flavor of Old Mexico captured in seasoned soups, meats, wealth of Spanish rice
and beans, enchiladas, tacos, and other Mexican dishes that are our specialty.
10%

Discount for Student Body

Located at 131 W. Santa Clara

CY 3-9864

Near the Mercury
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By Harvey Johnson ... Sports Editor
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sAN JOSE STATE BOXERS, both present and past continue to
in Bay Area papers.
niake headlines
popntly the All-American boxing Mini was named by the Innegiate Boxing Coaches Assn. and bore the names of three San
Nick Akana, NCAA runnerup last year for the
die State boxers:
’112.3 . title; Dave Nelson, 132 lb. NCAA runnerup last year; and
homerin’ heavyweight Archie Milton, NCAA heavyweight champ.
san Jose also landed one second team berth in the person of Ron
who , la lb scrapper.
Altana, Nelson and Milton all are top contenders for titles in
weight divisions. None has suffered a loss during
their respeethe
I meet competition this year. Top matches for the trio have been
State fiascos and the Wisconsin meet. In all three
the Sacrantento
scored decisive, if not impressive victories.
meets the fighters
Since the teams battling for the NCAA title (currently held by
State) appear to be closely matched, the top team would
San Jose
two or three bouts to be declared the national
wed only to capture
champion.
From this conjecture it appears as it the defending champs have
chance of holding their title.
a more than even
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USC Tops

Wildcats

TUCSON, Ariz. (UPI) - The
University of Southern California
track team today wrote on its
scoreboard: Consecutive triumph
No. 79 in a dual track meet.
The national champion Trojans
swamped the University of Arizona, 91-40 Saturday before 2000
fans.
But the Wildcats put up their
1...st show against the powerful
southern Californians. The ’Cats
won three events for the first
time in the series, dating back to
1953, and held the Trojans under
100 points which also was a first
1 for Arizona

Where Servings Are Large
And Prices Are Right

ARCHIE’S
,STEAK HOUSE

11.
Bunny
DTEL.

d Town
trby
V
nored

545 S. 2nd. St. - Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
"THE INN OF THE 6TH
IIAPPINESS"
R,qman, Kurt
"THE MAN INSIDE"

chok SLATE
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
AUNTIE MAME

AY
MFRIR
1’ 3-6553

San Jose State’s track team
, makes its first out-of-town appearance this week when they
travel to Arizona. meeting State
Sophomore B,,,. slate placed (at Tempel on Friday and then
second in the 174 lb. division of tangling with Arizona University
the Pacific Association Amateur Saturday.
Arizona State proved that they
Athletic Union mat tourney Saturday night in the Spartan Gym. will give Coach Bud Winter’s crew
fits as they narrowly bowed to
Slate was the only Spartan
Occidental’s Tigers last weekend
grappler to place in the tourney
70-61. The Sun Devils are hailed
which coach Hugh Mumby deas the finest track and field squad
scribed us, "anti -climatic to the
ever to represent Arizona.
Pacific COGS,. Intercollegiate
Arizona State’s Carol Lindroos
championships."
heaved the discus 172 feet, in last
The San Francisco Olympic weekend’s encounter. SJS’s Tom
Club won the. team title with Daniels boasts a 166-1% mark
runner-up honors going to SJS.
With only the National Collegiate Tournament remaining on
the schedule the 1959 wrestling
season is rapidly drawing to a
close.
In a recent tournament held
in Modesto the SJS Frosts and
Jayvees bested the Modesto J.C.
grapplers.
Results:
430 lb,.-D... Nevis (SJS) and Had
Drasdardine. drew
137 (b.. -Jerry Wright (MJC) dec.
Jim Wittenberg
147 lbs.-Georg* Kalsobs (5.15) doe.
Bill Carter
157 lbs.-Jerry Nelson
(SJS) doe.
John Meek
167 lbs.-Fred ’(’ruts (SS) dec. Dale
San Jose State’s mixed squad of
Volbroth
I77 lbs.-Bill Strange," (MJC) Mon b.e. jayvees and varsity boxers found
a tough foe in Fresno State SatHeavyweights-Fred Rupprech+ (SJS) urday in topping the Bulldogs 4-3.
dec. Worrn Roberts.
The feature bout of the evening

pop_.s
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"STAGE STRUCK"

38 4 05

25 TN, 6, E. SANTA.CLAP.A
CV. 7-70 is
-YOUR PAST IS SHOWING Terry Thomas, Peach/ Mount,
Peter Sellers

FRANK SINATRA
DEAN MARTIN
SHIRLEY MacLAINE

’SOME CAME RUNNING"
COLOR
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A red hot College oh Pacific
swim squad outswarm the San
Jose State mermen by a 47-39
margin in a record breaking Friday the 13th performance at
Stockton.
Two pool records were broken
and another established as Spartan swimmers captured first place
in four events.
COP’s medley relay team set a
new record as they covered the
400-yd. distance in 4:12.7.
In the top event of the day
SJS’ Mike Roach finished second
in the 200-yd. butterfly as he
pushed the Tiger’s Tom Robinson
to a record shattering 2:31.7 fin
ish eclipsing the old pool record
of 2:19.
, Dale Anderson won the 50-yd.
I free style, Johnny Johnson placed
’first in diving competition, Bob
Lim took the 200 yard breast
stroke. Rapidly improving Bob
Mitchell led the field in the 200-yd.
backstroke.
The ,Spartan frosh swimmers
won a 48-37 meet victory over the
Stockton College Mustangs in a
preliminary to the Tiger-Spartan
meet.

GAY

which he established last week.

1
Arizona University, 91-40 losers
to Southern California last week.,
will be led by shot-putter Ray ,
Hiscock. Iliscock pushed the iron
ball 55-64." to set a new meet
mark for the Wildcats. Ile will be
opposed by the locals’ Lee Shields
49-3" and Tom Daniels 49’-1!.,-.
The SJS twice-victorious fresh -1
man squad will oppose the Cali- ’
fornia (rush Saturday at Berkeley.
This years yearling team is acclaimed as the best in the school’s
history.
Saturday’s results:
11; (1) Hopkins, IP (1) Kim1.1,1, 18-8%

156 lb.-Al Woo )SJS3 draw with T.
0.1.471.."
1711113.-6ory Harris dec. Garvin Kelly
IBS lb.-Jack Chignon (SJS) dec.
Kellogg

Appear Here

Denmark’s "finest" gymnastics team Will appear in Spartan Gym tomorrow night at 8

p.m.
The Danes are currently on
tour of the United States and
Canada and will appear before
the SIS student body for a one
night stand.
Tickets are available from
athletic business manager Jerry
’.’room, Men’s Gym.
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will tangle with Barthel’ J. C.
this afternoon on the varsity
1,ractice diamond. Gametime is
, slated for 3:15 p.m
I The froth it Id a -4.3,-,n (word
illiam’s 9.6 11111-’yil. dash and 20.7 2.211. ,f 1.1

".1S nudged Bakersfield Junior College dual and beat (,,1)

Aggies triangular a, the Spartan yearlings continued to reas rite tile

record

books.

Lowest Gas Prices :ino,S.’"

In die 220.

ETHYL-1004- OCTANE

ii jams (20.7), Jim Flemons (21.0) and
I irit "Tint-Tatti- Curtis (21.1). "The \\ hip" set a new
.cliool record with his 20.7 clocking. Both Iletmort, and

REG.-904- OCTANE
Cigarettes 113;

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

All Major Oils-38: qt.

20 STATIONS
& Keyes

4th &

SUNNYLAND FOUNTAIN
OPPOSITE WOMEN’S GYM
Open 6:30 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
for a HARDY BREAKFAST

Ham, Bacon, or Sausage, Large Egg,
Potatoes, Toast, Jam and Coffee

65c
65c
RECORDS

Cheese or Ham Omlette w;th
Potatoes, Toast, Jam and Coffee
UP TO ThE
MINUTE -

4 PLAYS ONLY 25c

Reed Cops Title
At Peninsula Club
Whitney Reed. SJS racket ace.
downed unseeded Tom Edlefseii
6-1, 6-4, Sunday to gain first plac, in the Peninsula Tennis Club Invitational.
Reed whipped Clif Mayne, 6-2.
6-8, 6-2, to get Mro the finals.
Edlefsen, a top 17-year-old prospect, beat Bill Crosby, 7-5, 1-6.
6-3, in the semifinals.
1 Today Coach Butch Krikorian%
netters will be matching swats wit
the Santa Clara varsity on th.
Spartan courts. Match time
p.m.

Bear’s Defense Remains Key
In Cincinnati Big ’0’ Struggle
Bernie Simpson gae the IRO
"Fitz" a rest the team played
son and his casaba partners may on four burners.
Good luck Bears and Pet,
find the pesky Berkleyites a litNewell . . . bring the collegiat.
tle more than they can handle.
The choice of Darnall Imhoff basketball title back to the we-..’
as the most outstanding player coast.
of the tournament came as
quite a toirprise. Big Darnall’s
defensive work was terrific but
the classy ball -handling and
potent scoring of guard Denny
Fitzpatrick caught our eye.
Fitzpatrick, the spark of the
Bear offensive thrust, seemed
to hold the team together along
with Captain Al Burk. When

CONFIDENTIALLY!
if you were born
without a head
you’ll never turn gray.
Shoulder your way
into Alley Barber.

no extra charge
for crew cuts

with A.S.B. card
51.25
without
Si 50

ALLEY BARBER
123 SOUTH FOURTH

give a good account of themselves
By GREGORY H. BROWN
It was just a case of too much against Cincinnati. Oscar Robert-

BRAND NEW
AUTO

POLICY
Broadest coverage
in our history...
fastest possible
claim payments

’File
Journey’
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Meet Hartnett
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Curtis bettered the old seh,,,
mark.
The splendid frosh mile-relay
team failed in its attempt to beat
the school record. Curtis, Williams,
Flemons, and Mike O’Rourke!
toured the mile oval in 3:22.4.
fottnd Spartan i65-pounder
Curtis’ 48.8 clocking in the 440.
Woo matching punches with T. J.
Owens Owe ns entered the ring yd. dash was another of the outwithout a defeat in three contests. standing times recorded by 1,-.
Woo managed to nab a draw with freshman. Mike 0 kane was cl
behind Tim and finished in 511 7
the scrappy Bulldog.
Jake Avey, 156.1b. fighter start- with Carlson of the locals third
ed fast in his bout with Phil Tows 32.2.
Jim Cadile’s 47-5 shot put earned
and had to be content with a draw
as the Bulldog fought back the Spartans a first place Saturdesperately in the third round. I day. John Sutro finished second
Jack Mittman captured the I for the locals 46-10 and Sianzo of
team title for the Spartans in Bakersfield took third 46-6.
Tarr, of Bakersfield J.C., state
the final match in the 185 lb.
champion last year, swept both
bout with Jim Kellogg.
hurdle events. He recorded a Mit>
Results of bouts:
132WIluiriamFrsank Castillo (SJS) dec. Hal 14.5 in the highs and a 24.0 in the
lows. The Spartans took runner-up
147 (la.--1:11ck Cain (PSC) dec. Steve position in the lows with Bob Gill
Rubes.
156 lb -Jul. Avay (SJS( drew with 1 24.6) and Dave Kilbourne (25.01
,zrabbin., second and third.
Phil Taws
156 lb.-Tony Rorie (SJS) dee. Le.

Danes

HI (I) Williamsi (5.1) 6-4 (2) 1 (3) Brooks ts41 9.6.
1111 (I) Clifton (51) 15.1 (2)
Bose (NJ) 6 (3) Boss (51) 6. ,
Jackson (51) 15.1 (3) Putnam
Bj
Jones ( 54 ) 22’ ( 2)
(5.11) 15.7 1180 It) Maloney 1:41)
Volght (5.1) 21-5 (3) Johnson
I 1:53.5 (2) litmell (5.1) 1:56 (3)
(SIFS) 21-41a.
(t) 1 Richter (ant’S) 1:59.
sit. (1) matos (s.1)
229 (1) Poynter (51) 20.7 (2)
shields (5.1) 414412 (3) ArringBrooks (34.1) 21.0 (3) ( atiett
ton (5.1) 46-1,1 Javelin (1)
(SFS) 22.8.
Bock. (5J) 224-914 (2) Garcia
2-srdle (I) Bond (5.1) 9:32.8
(sJ) 195-9 (3) Putnam (sJ)
CH Kelly (144) 9:45.6 (3)
172-81/1.
Broome S-1) 10:16.
Mlle (1) Holt (SJ) 4:13.1 (2)
1.11 (1) lie rkenrath ( sJ ) 23.5
(3)
4:26.3
(5.1)
N’olflange
(2) Skinner (5FS) 23.7 (3)
Darnell (Cal) 4:25.9.
Clifton (5.1) 21.2.
440 (I) MeNiff (54) 49. (2)
Mile Belay (I) i-11in Jose
Myers (5.1) 49.5 (3) McNeil
State 3:20.9 (2) SF5 3:37.0.
(51) 52.2 100 (I) Poynter
.1/Iwo,. was not completed.
(84) 9.6 (2) Norton (MI) 9.6

Yearlings as y.--,,.--..:,-",,,,--,,,
I
In Last Encounter

SJS Nabs
Ring Win
At Fresno

..11 -around class which spelled the
downfall of St. Mary’s Gaels Saturday night in their encounter
with the Louisville-bound Califor"ROONEYnia Bears.
Barry Fitzgerald, 1111,41 Povlow
The men from Berkeley disproved the old theory that the
best. Aefense is a potent offense
as the alert Bear secondary.
-THIS IS RUSSIA"
living up to its "defense -mindDocumentary First Showing
ed" reputation, forced the MorIn Color
aga crew into miseue atter ntlaBridget horde), Charles Boyer
elle.
"LA PARISIENNE"
The California five will go back
: to Kentucky with a team that
can’t over-power you point wise,
hot they will enter the finals with
warn that has proven It can lick
a powerful offensive club, as the
Deborah Kerr Gaels proved in their initial outagainst the Idaho State squad
Yu, Brynner ing
I ;slay when they racked up 80
points.
1 The Gaels repeatedly were
forced outside in order to cast off,
many of the spots they shot
from were unfamiliar as the Bears
pressed them outside their .favorite offensive zones.
Against Idaho, the Gaels
made over 40 per cent of their
shots. T hr. ho t Moragans
couldn’t miss as Lanny Dose
and Tom Meoehery kept the net
Te-HIn motion.
Against the Bears it was the
I exact opposite. The losers made a
conieat of it until the latter stages
the second half and then the
Co-starr;r1 ROBERT MORLEY of
Bears went into a stiff press. After
E. G. MARSHALL
that, the ptinchloas Gaels were
powerleas. Look for the Bears to

STUDIO

the
loudest
laugh
round -up
111 years!

D
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Tracksters Test Sun Devils, Wildcats

WHILE THE SAN JOSE STATE varsity boxers are battling for
graduate from the SJS ring circles is making a name
the NCAA title a
the annual San Francisco Examiner Golden Gloves
for himself in
Tourney.
Welvin Stroud, NCAA 139 lb. champ last year has been dubbed
Sportswriters as a "sleeper" in the current tourby the San Francisco
ney. St !TAW will have to beat Oscar Stanton if he is to nab a place
on the team which travels to Toledo for the national AAU finals next
month.
Stroud has been fighting out of the Redwood City gym since his
graduation from San Jose State last year. He boxed three, years on
the varsity team at SJS.
Along with the NCAA crown Stroud also grabbed the Pacific
(bast Intercollegiate title last year.
Another former SJS boxer, T. C. Chung, will face George Gonzales
in the final round of the Golden Gloves on Thursday for the fly-weight
title. Chung won his first bout last week which advanced him to the COPSwim Team
finals.

Rave a WOR1D of FUN!
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NOW! EVERY DAY . . .
For One Month Only

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK DINNER
includes:
Garlic Bread, Chili,
Salad and Baked Potato

$107

Also ... Every Day!
A Free Quart of Milk
with

our

NEW YORK
STEAK

$139

Students Must Show ASB Card
3. PAUL SlIFEDS",* hair expert, say.
"WIldroot tames these cowlicks!"
w. Nor,* NU Rd W11 M. I.

SANTA CLARA
AX 6-1470
Jack Taylor

a lithe let
!Just
ef Wildroor
and...WOW!

SAN JOSE
CY 5-5223
Grover Swofford

CAMPBELL
ES I ITN
Bruce Craig

Julian ’WI") Steaks
Fourth and Julian - Next to Burger Bar
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CAMPUS MEMOS
"Leprechaun’s Holiday" is the
theme for tomorrow night’s Coffee, to be held at 7:30 in the
Women’s Gym. Participation in the
activities, open to all student body
members, requires only a student
body card and a pair of tennis
shoes.
Besides dancing, the Co-Recreation Committee offers these activities: badminton, table tennis, volleyball, uke lessons, and singing.
Planned for May 16 is an accounting conference at SJS. to be
sponsored by the Accounting Department and the San Jose Chapter of the California Society of
Certified Public Accountants.
Purpose of the conference, according to Clair W. Janes, assistant professor of business, is to
allow student and professional accountants to hold a form on current accounting problem&

on a panel at the joint meeting of
the northern and southern California Occupational Therapy associations. The meeting will be held
parch 20 through 22 in Fresno.
AlSo representing SJS will be
Mrs. Eleanor Mann, acting head of
the Occupational Therapy Department; Miss M. Jane Lane. and
Mrs. Elsa Hill, assistant professors
of occupational therapy.
The National Assn. of Geology
Teachers. Far Western Section.
held its annual meeting March 14
and 15 at the University of California at Davis. Attending from
SJS were some 20 instructors and
students.
Theme of the conference was
"Recent Trends in Geology."’ The
program included papers by professors from UC, Stanford, San
Francisco State, Yale University,
and a consulting geologist from
Shell Oil.

"Norooz," the Iranian New
A talk on "Therapeutics in PhyYear’s Eve, will be celebrated by
the Iranian Student Assn. of Nor- sical Education" will be given by
thern California March 21 at San Karl Kosling tonight to members
Francisco’s Sheraton-Palace Hotel. of CAHPER. The meeting, at 7:30
in WG22, will also feature "swap
Bill Crawford has been elected shops," and elections of new counnew president of Alpha Delta Sig- cil members. Refreshments will be
ma, professional advertising fra- served.
*
ternity. Other officers elected at a
Application blanks now are
meeting last week are: Ken Lichtenstein, vice president; Dale available to SJS coeds interested
Pratt, secretary; Dick Folger, in competing for the title of Rodeo
treasurer; and Steve Maritakas, Queen of the San Jose firemen’s
communications chairman.
rodeo May 30 and 31.
Single coeds between the ages of
San Jose and Sacramento Ro- 17 and 24. with at least two years
tary Clubs will play hosts to SJS of horsemanship experience, are
foreign students, March 26, for an eligible.
all-day tour of the state’s capital
The queen will reign over rodeo
city. A bus will take students to activities at Santa Clara County
Sacramento where they will have Fairgrounds and then will compete
an opportunity to visit the Legis- in the state finals for the Miss
lature in session.
American Rodeo queen title. All
Foreign students who are inter- expenses will be paid.
ested in the trip may register at
Interested coeds may obtain
SD134, according to Phillip PerskY, more information about the conforeign student adviser.
test by contacting John Scheer.
contest director, at CYpress 5-1361
Miss Guinevere Wright. assist- or CLayburn 8-5191.
ant professor of occupational therapy, will represent San Jose State PAT OKAYS PAT’S DAY
NEOSHO, Mo. (UPI) Leprechauns will officially have the
run of the city on St. Patrick’s
Day today to no one’s surprise.
It was made official in a proclamation issued by Mayor
I Patrick O’Reilly.

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE:

1 mo. $6.00
3 mo. $15.00
FREE DELIVERY
AND PICKUP IN
SAN JOSE AREA

ROBERTS
Typewriter Co.
156 W. San Fernando

CYpress 4-1215

Newly Formed
Religious Group
Meets Thursday

Math Club Hears
1Non-Math Talk

A new club, the -Liberal Religious Students," will hold its first
organizational meeting Thursday
at 1:30 p.m. in the Student Y.
’"The club is open to anyone interested in an organization concerned with liberal religions," said
Clark Akatift one of the charter
.
members.
Akatiff stressed that the club
"will be for students interested in
an insight into religion, not dogma.
Discussion of every phase of religion will be invited," he said,
"from atheism to the more conventional forms."
President of the club is Ray
Harris, and secretary-treasurer is
Barbara Dommeyer, daughter of
Dr. Frederick C. Dommeyer, head
of the Philosophy Department.

"Mathematics From the - Non
Students interested in becoming
Mathematicians Viewpoint" will be "community ambassadors" in a
the subject of a talk by Edward foreign country this summer should
Laurie, assistant professor of bus- plan to attend a meeting tumoriness, at the Gamma Pi Epsilon row at 8 p.m. in CH149.
James Constance, representative
teeting Thursday at 1:30 p.m., in
of the Experiment in International
Cafeteria room B.
Living, will speak to stticleats and
Club Adviser Dana Sudborough, adults alike at the meeting jointly
assistant professor of mathematicsil sponsored by the International Resaid all interested students are
welcome.

Harrah’s Club
To Interview
Here April 6,7

Representatives from Harrah’s
Club, Lake Tahoe, will be on campus April 6 anti 7 to interview persons interested in summer resort
work.
Application., for Freshman
Wages offered range from $10
Camp counselors will be taken to $18.50 a day for restaurant and
from now until March 20 at the game table help.
Student Union, according to Steve
Applications are available in the
Walsh, director.
Placement Office Adm234, stated
Mrs. Betty Heskett, Student Mrs. Phyllis Headland.
Union secretary, will take signInterviewees should be 21 years
ups. Interviews will begin March
old.
30.
Freshman Camp will be at Asilomar the week before school begins
next fall, Walsh said.

Freshman Camp

Sparta guide
TODAY
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB.
speaker Jim Peabody (member of U.N.
Refugee Commission in Yugoslavia durTM III,
ing Hungarian Revolution),
7 p.m.
SANGHA, demonstration of Japanese
painting by Shuho Kawashima, CH I61,

HUDDLE, special speaker, 7.30 p.m.,
Fireside Room, San Antonio between
3rd and 4th Sts.
SPARTAN Y, soaker, The Rev. Austin
Fagothey, professor of philosophy, SCU,
sod Albert Lima, Dialectical Materialist,
CWC Auditorium, 3:45 p.m.
SPARTAN SHIELDS, meeting, CH358,
6:45 p.m.
ISO, meeting, Cafeteria, 6 p.m. Atl
clubs wishing to participate in International Day may send a representative.
FRESHMAN CLASS SECRETARIAL
COMMITTEE, 2,30 to ’4 p.m., Student
Union.
YOUNG REPUBLICANS, Morris Dailey Auditorium, 10:30 a.m., J. Bracken
Lee, former governor of Utah, to speak
on "Repeal th Immoral Income T...
SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS, general business meeting, Cafe.
teria room A, 5:30 p.m.
SPARTAN SPEARS, meeting, CH162,
! 7 p.m.
NEWMAN CLUB, Nwman Hall, class,
THE RIGHT
on Roman Catholic faith, 4:30 p.m.:
Lenten
rosary, 5 p.m.; general ethics
MEN
YOUNG
class, 7 p.m.
TO HELP STAFF
TOMORROW
GAMMA DELTA, First Immanuel LuOUR THREE
theran Church, dinner, 6 p.m.; discusSWIMMING
sion on "Symbols of the Cross," 7 p.m.:
final Lenten service, 8 p.m.
SCHOOLS.
SPORTS CAR ASSN., meeting. 1185
Red Oaks Dr.. 7:30 p.m.
For Further Informat;on:
SPARTAN CHI, meeting, CHI60, 7:30
p.m.
call or write
EL CIRCULO CASTELLANO, Jose
Echeverria speaking on his satire EcuJANE’S
ador. CHI62, 7 p.m.
SWIM SCHOOL
SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS, meeting for members and pros550 Willow Rd., Menlo Park
pective
members, Cafeteria, 5:30 pan.
DA 5-6372
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB,
speaker James Constance describing
"The Experiment in International Living," CH149, p.m.
HUMANITIES CLUB, executive
CHI35, 7 p.m.
ACCOUNTING LABORATORY. TM124, 7:30 p.m.
NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hall. class
or
3-rm. apt. - kmP.
f.rn
on papal teachings. 3:30 p.m.,Lenten
loc. close to col. and shopping dist. Cc,r rosary, 5 p.m.;
marriage series, 9 p.m.
tact Mrs. C. Furderor, 98 N. 10th, CY rniGti.A.VESLD8IISK01$3T0RUpMni,. executive
corn.
2-0564.
BOOK TALK. Cafeteria rooms A
trend new elegant apts. I or 2 bdrrns
2 30 p.m.
living rm., elec. kit.. w/w carpets, drape
Downtown, near col., bus and short Latin Student Speaks.
Cell CY 7.6434.

Groups To Sponsor Community AAmbassadors
To Foreign Countries Two Summer Months

IRC To Hear
Yugoslav Speech

These Coeds Don’t
Have Spring Fever

Student nurses have been busy
lately attending a panel, visiting
a children’s hospital, and planning a barbecue-picnic.
Tuesday, junior nursing majors
visited the Stanford Convalescent
Home. They participated in occupational and physical therapy
sessions and also’ observed parent -child and nurse-child relationships.
Mrs. Mabelclaire Norman, assistant professor of nursing, and
student nurse Sheila Tordt recently spoke to the Future Nurses
Club at Fremont High School,

the Sall JUbC
Imams Chili
to
Wocr,lodnsAtaffna,i.ersmCpookuencTilh.
Thursday
the represen tatives of local civic
and service organizations who
will sponsor the trips,
Qualified young men and worn en will be sent to live for two
months with a family in another
country. Upon their return, they
will share their experiences in
talks before the civic groups who
sent them.
Applications for the ambassador
program are available in Dr. Raymond W. Stanley’s office, CH229.
Deadline for applications is April 3.
Dr. George 4:. Bruntz, poUtlcal science instructor, and Lowell C. Pratt, publications manager, are mimlicr. of the World

Angles:
llllll
foe Sall Jose.
Constance /dated that
United Staes communities over
are
ing part in the excha
this year. About 2000
go to other countries Ameneani
mDmoro:ntgthl:
where they spendspe:nel’ea annaelly
homes in the country they
are vw
iting, and then
travel.

BOOZING DE- BATERS.
NORMAN, Okla. tePll
The
Oklahoma University
Philosophy
Club had an indication of
the
things may go in a smeici way
elec.
tion on repeal a
prohibitio,
April 7.
The club scheduled a debate
on
the issue but could find
no one
to take the dry side.
-

Holiday Burgers

Get WILDROOT
CREAM-011. Charlie!

A San Jose City College instructor who was in Yugoslavia during
the Hungarian revolution will
speak at 7 tonight to the International Relations Club in TH111.
Jim Peabody, who was a member of the United Refugee Commission in Yugoslavia during the
revolution, will talk about that
LUCRETIA BORGIA, hostess, says..
country and its foreign policies.
Part of Peabody’s talk will be "Wildroot really does something for
man’s poisonality!"
discussion of the current affairs of
Yugoslavia which will be of speJust a lIttle bit
:ial interest to Model U.N. deleof Wildroot
gates. IRC Pres. Paul White anMid ... WOW
nounced.

Hey Man!
It’s the Greatest!
Delicious Sizzling
Burgers only

13,

Every Tuesday
"Cross Corner From Student Union"

WANTED

CLASSIFIEDS
Rates:
line First insertion
succeeding insertions
lin minimum.
To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Atfeirs Office,
ROOT IS. Tower Hell
No Phone Orders
Classified
25c
20c Tine
2

FOR RENT

I large isdrm., stove, refr., drapes, e...0
washer. water. carport. Child O.k. $78
CY 5.8397.

Plush new apt. April I. 65 S. 11th. I and
2 bdrrn. Wash., water & garb. CY 3-0235

FOR SALE

miniature. CY 2.7590
Poodle pups
Ron. apt. 452 S. 4th, Accom. 3 students. after 6 p.m.
CY 4-5085 or AL 2-3420.
Light wt. cycle, 1958, 100 mpg, 80 mph.
Diem 2-bdivn. apt. w/pool one or two Cell UN 7.3589 eves.
males $35. call after S. CL 8-5974.
Sell or Wade equity In ’58. 35" 1-bdrm
Monied coupleunisrn. apt., Water & trail.., 2995 Lafayette, Santa Clare
space
no. 83 Of CY 7-3138.
garb. pi stove and refr. $80. 465 S.
4t6. CY 71124.
’63 Chew. All extras. BelAirc. Gd. cond.
$500. CY 2.7238.
3 rm. mod. hen, apt, on bus lino. Carport. wavhrm. 542 Vine, $85.
’52 Ford 2-dr. R/H. scat covers. $330
CY 7.7301 or CY 2.3778.
MonSlioro 4-reern apt. $25, $30. 371/2
S. 4th. CY 4-5744.
College rooming hie. 9 bdrm., 7.story
rm. apt for
licensed for IS plus
Fore. studio. I and 2 bdrrn apts. New owner. 121,950. *cent. CY 3-3773.
bldg. w/w carpet. Budt-in aged. Vt-bli
from col. Les Kirby, Mgr. CY 4-9042. Men’s 4-speed light weight bike. $25
Si. John SS S. 10th.
2 -Wept. trefurn. duple*. Stove mfr. wafer
pd. Vicinity E. Mumbott. $90. Children Save up to $300 an a 1959 Chevrolet
FR 1.9076.
Phone CY 7-1097 after 6 p.m. Ash f.
Al Lynch.
Girl to share apt. with same 476 S. 7th
Act,. 12. CY 2.2703 atter 5:30.
sunroof. radio. 51395.
WI ’56
Chuck Riacion between 5:30.7.00.
Want to share a beautiful tbdou.. 2. 1-9972,
bath his. in Rose Garden. Area. If
ccgple child welcome. Room enough for ’14 Jag. 120M Road. Beegtiful c:nd
rassiby 4 ,pre. Call CII 8-7085 or $200 beIox. oskt. CY 2.6153.
come to 1699 Madding.
22 Riile--Winchister. Like new, $19.95.
Attractive fore, large apt. 4 students Call CY 7.3656 oFko 6.
Only 81250 oa. AX 6-1490.
MCA 116 red, adius+able steer’aq. Wen
TAN rrn. for men. ton’s 4.:,r1 $3.50 a Aso’s, we
a" ares. 1,5 now CO
7t5 S. Si+.
aces. AN 4-5S20,

Mane..

To SJS Spanish Club
Jose Eche% el-Ha, SJS senior electrical engineering student from
Ecuador will speak on his native
country before El Circulo Castellano tomorrow at 7 p.m. in CH162,
according to Bob Willey, club
president.
Echeverria has been studying in
the United States for four years.
The last two have been spent at
SJS.

Junior Year
in

New York
An unusual one. year
college program

Wrde for

brochure ro.
Dein F. N McCloskey
Weilileglen
College
New Teri university
Mn,. Fork 3 Pi F.

juntor lc
in
Yorks

Send your TRUTH BROADCAST to 70 million captive Europeans over

RADIO FREE EUROPE!
Radio Free Europe has a simple charter. To broadcast the truth
behind the Iron Curtain!
Now you can help! Send your own Truth Broadcast to captive
Europe! Write simply and honestly. Sincerity and originality are
important. Send in your Truth Broadcast today.
You May Go To Europe As A Truth Broadcaster.
Six Truth Broadcasters will be flown to Europe to broadcast
their truth messages personally.
In addition, 200 Truth Broadcasters will be awarded powerful
Hallicrafters short-wase radios!
Support Radio Free Europe. If your entry is selected for broadcast over Radio Free Europe and you send a dollar with your
Truth Broadcast, a member of your family may go to Europe with
you ... or you will receke a Westinghouse portable radio along
with your short-wave receker. Every cent collected by Crusade
for Freedom goes to the support of Radio Free Europe:
See how easy it is to enter!
1. Complete the message in your own words, being as clear, appropriate, sincere and original as possible. (All messages will be judged
on their merits only.)
2. Enter as often as you wishuse this entry form or any plain sheet
of paper, but mail each entry individually. You must be a United States
citizen to enter.
3. Mail your messages no later than March 31, l919, no that they will
be received no later than April 10, 1959. The awards are listed above
and duplicate awards will be made in the esent of ties. Your message
will become the property of Crusade for Freedom.
This program subject le all governmental regulations.)
RUSH tout thus 11010CAST TOILIF 10, Crowds ten Freffim,
W. Serum II, 11. T.
HELP SHARE THE TRUTH!

HELP AIR THE TRUTH!

’IL
11111"

4

FREE
U ROPE
BROADCAST

RADIO

\-%.-

tom

Complete the following simian. in 25 additional words or less.
"As on Arnricon I support Radio Fret, Europe because

To Bo Eligible Per Awards, Pleas,

Fill In

Cernplenely:

NAME
STREET
ZONESTATE
n I neleee
CITY
...button el a dollar lot mote) to help beep Red.., /ma*
!wove on the sir. I
I (1., ititt need io sontlibuis in order to be cigI It
F,,, relettion a, I ruin BronJeaster,
......................................................

SEND A DOLLAR TO RADIO FREE EUROPE TODAY!

Conducted by Crusade for Freedom

IBM SAN JOSE

